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THE textbook on organometallic chemistry. Comprehensive and up-to-date, the German original is

already a classic, making this third completely revised and updated English edition a must for

graduate students and lecturers in chemistry, inorganic chemists, chemists working with/on

organometallics, bioinorganic chemists, complex chemists, and libraries. Over one third of the

chapters have been expanded to incorporate developments since the previous editions, while the

chapter on organometallic catalysis in synthesis and production appears for the first time in this

form.  From the reviews of the first English editions:  'The selection of material and the order of its

presentation is first class ... Students and their instructors will find this book extraordinarily easy to

use and extraordinarily useful.' -Chemistry in Britain  'Elschenbroich and Salzer have written the

textbook of choice for graduate or senior-level courses that place an equal emphasis on main group

element and transition metal organometallic chemistry. ... this book can be unequivocally

recommended to any teacher or student of organometallic chemistry.' - Angewandte Chemie

International Edition  'The breadth and depth of coverage are outstanding, and the excitement of

synthetic organometallic chemistry comes across very strongly.' - Journal of the American Chemical

Society
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"The wealth of information contained herein makes it an excellent reference work. (...) We have in

'Organometallics' a cemprehensive and reasonably-priced book that illustrates the synthesis and



properties of an enormous range of organyls and complex compounds, and it is highly

recommended for advanced students for whom these areas hold a significant attraction."

www.organische-chemie.ch  "Organized by introduction, maingroup and transition-metal

organometallic compunds in 18 chapters, Organometallics offers a well-designed and proven

textbook for advanced undergraduate and graduate students, and for professionals."

Macromolecular Chemistry and Physics

Text: English (translation) Original Language: German

I'm using this book for my organometallic chemistry class, and from my point of view, it's a good

reference. It has a lot of information that is relevant, and I recommend it.

very good

This book is a great introduction to organometallic chemistry, covering the history, practice, and

theory of the field. A perfect book for an undergraduate course in organometallics, and a useful

reference for the practicing chemist.

As a graduate student in organometallic chemistry, this is an excellent book. it is well-written,

complete, and covers everything. I highly recommend this book.

This guide to organometallic chemistry is a wonderful resource for advanced undergrads as well as

graduate students. It is useful for both the organic as well as inorganic student.

I bought it for new, but actually the outside looks like it has been treated by barbarians. It is pleated,

the outside as well the inside, with pieces of adhesive tape on it without any reason. Hence, 80$ for

a book that seems used (badly) are much more than enough
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